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Must Have Features In Medical Practice Management? 

 

Now that more and more medical practices are transiting towards electronic medical records, it is important 

to know that not all medical practice software available performed equal. To have a high quality electronic 

medical practice management is your first step towards patient care, however; having top notch medical 

practice software is not enough. To thrive in your medical practice, you need to make sure that the software 

you have invested in is giving you the kind of output that lets your medical practice prosper. 

All you need to do is bit of homework of what kind of medical practice management software will be good 

for you.  Surely, there will be tough time in shortlisting one as these billing software can be customizable 

and user-friendly health practitioners are able to see several benefits of using these solutions. 

To ease out your confusion, we have line 7 must have features in medical practice management: 

1. Easy scheduling 

Implementing comprehensive scheduling feature that comes equipped with patient records can do wonders 

to your practice. It lets you have a streamlined practice with enhanced patient communication. Additionally; 

with varied color code scheduling makes your work easier to let you know in advance about your patient. 

The system allows you to maximize/minimize according to your practice requirements. 

This built-in feature lets you to setup reminder, add personal info, phone reminders etc.  

2. Built-in Tracking Analysis 

This feature certainly helps in enhancing patient care and objectively demonstrates each practitioner’s 

clinical strengths and effectiveness. By collecting objective data during each and every patient encounter, 

you’re more empowered to prove your value, enhance patient care, and maximize payments. Your medical 

practice surely sees the results like: 
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 lowest cost of care 

 highest levels of patient satisfaction 

3. Error free compliance measures  

Healthcare compliance is kind of a big deal and staying ahead of these important rules and regulations could 

help practices avoid claim denials and audits. Fortunately, secure, cloud-based software systems have your 

back with built-in features that ensure providers follow best practice keeping patient data safe. 

In times of increasing regulations & decreasing reimbursements, your medical practice can’t afford any 

kinds of errors hence; getting a quality medical practice management system is a must. 

4. Quick data exchange 

Now a day, health care has become increasingly patient-centric, wherein the technology continues pulsating 

ensuring patient data is properly collected and carefully transferred from: 

 provider to provider 

 provider to payer 

To achieve this goal, the systems within the offices of healthcare providers, payers, and other stakeholders 

must be able to speak the same language and, thus, facilitate the successful exchange of patient data across 

all health IT platforms. 

5. Web access 

Having a busy office has the potential of taking away massive amounts of your personal time.  Burnout will 

come quickly if you are not able to take your patient charts with you.  A web-based medical practice 

management system will allow you to connect from anywhere with an internet connection will keep you 

from being chained to your desk. 

6. Secured communications 

There are a lot of regulations about the security of sharing electronic health information.  When it comes to 

privacy, secure communications are a must especially if you are sending notes, referrals or faxes from 

outside the office. With an efficient medical practice management system you are rest assure to send secure 

communications whether you’re inside or outside of the office. 
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7. Robust accounting features and point of sale 

Having a complete robust accounting feature along with point of sale functions means your financial 

reports, inventory counts, and payment and deposit information is always accurate without having to grant 

unnecessary access to sensitive financial software.  

Apart from the above mentioned 7 must have features there are other crucial features to look for like 

integrated claim management, intuitive charting, and mobile friendly interface, smart document imaging, 

and reporting. 
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